
SCREWS: 3PCS PROTECT CAP

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION OF CHRISTMAS TREE

 There are plastic caps on the 
end of the pole that are useless. please 
make sure remove them before 
assembling.                                                                                                      

cap is broken or missing, please don't 
worry.

ONE PERSON 
ASSEMBLY

APPROXIMATE
LIY 15-30 MIN. 
ASSEMBLY
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Christmas tree component:               
① tree top   
②③ tree body 
④ iron stand

Open the iron stand 
in the shape of an 
"X"

Set the screws 
into the hole of 
iron stand  

Tighten the screws of 
stand, keeping the tree 
body stand upright

Unfold all the leaves of the 
tree.Repeat each layer towards tree 
top.Curve each tip upward for natural 
appearance.

Assembly is fully complete. The 
tree is ready to decorate and 
enjoy! 

Insert the necking down tree body and push down 
branches

Remove packing  material  
from ends of poles and 
Insert the last tree body  
into the center of the iron 
stand

Insert the tree top

The amount of accessories depends
on the height of Christmas tree.
Goods in kind prevail



●Firmly secure all the screws before use.  
●Product is intended for indoor use only.  
●Don't place the tree in a wet location.  
●The seasonal products are not intended for permanent installation or use.  
●If any part is missing,broken,damaged or worn, stop using the item untill repair are made  or replacement part is installed.
●Don't use the item in a way that is inconsistent with the manufacturer's intructions. As this could void the product warranty.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION OF LED LIGHTING CHRISTMAS TREE
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Get the seperated connecting 
line and transformer in the 
carton 

Insert the joint part Find the joint part with red rope in 
the tree

Connect all the joint parts of tree body 
with the connecting line

Electrify the light and enjoy the 
lighting romance

Christmas tree component:               
① tree top   
②③ tree body 
④ iron stand
⑤ connecting line and transformer

           



The amount of accessories depends
on the height of Christmas tree.
Goods in kind prevail


